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ABSTRACT 
Virtual worlds grow opportunities for business that involve individual financial decision making. 

This research aims to explore the perspective of gamers on financial decision-making in the virtual 
world of Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Games (MMORPGs).  This is a qualitative 
descriptive study. Data from this research were collected within Ragnarok X: Next-Generation 
MMORPG application through virtual ethnography and interview with players. The data was analyzed 
by identifying financial activities in the game, identifying the player's view of money, and identifying 
the financial decision making of the players in the game. The result found three categories of financial 
activities in the game that were income generation, spending, and conversion of real-world money to 
virtual purposes. The gamers in this research show strong self-control of money that prevent them from 
overspending real-world money for in-game purposes. Players feel a high degree of agency in 
MMORPGs. Social influence has little effect on financial decision making. They utilized strategies to 
optimize their in-game income. Their spending patterns were dominated by avatar customization and 
character progression. These findings contribute to understanding the intersection between the virtual 
world of gaming, financial decision-making, and the broader perspectives of individuals on money.   
Keywords: Financial, Decision Making, Virtual World, Gamers, MMORPGs 

 
 
1. Introduction 

The virtual world has played an important role in the growth of the global economy 
(Smith, 2017). It resulted in potential disruptive impact such as remote work and virtual 
collaboration, e-Commerce and digital transactions, cryptocurrencies and blockchain 
technologies, gig economy and digital platforms, artificial intelligence and automation, 
augmented reality and virtual reality, as well as virtual currencies and digital assets. 

Gaming industry can be mentioned as an early experience of virtual world. It was started 
around 2000s that online gaming was arise due to the widespread adoption of the Internet. 
Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Games (MMORPGs) like World of Warcraft 
gained popularity that develop gaming business into virtual item tradings (Achterbosch et al., 
2008). In South East Asia, the emerging trend of MMORPGs was shown by the popularity of 
Ragnarok Online, which was pioneered by South Korean game developer, Gravity (Mansoor 
& Ahmad, 2015). Currently, Ragnarok has been recognized in 91 countries around the world. 

The game market was previously primarily aimed at young male players. It expanded the 
market to children, teenagers, and families. The emergence of MMORPGs brings more older 
players either male or female players. 

MMORPGs representing a virtual second life for adult players that offer a different 
experience of achievement and social connections (D. Carter, 2005; M. Carter et al., 2015). 
Similarly with the context of Isekai in the anime and manga, the players can feel their escape 
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from the constraint of the body and embrace an alternate world in the fantastical realms (Berger 
et al., 2016). It is not just a source of entertainment but the embodiment of diverse identities 
that enable them to conduct self-discovery and different social interactions. 

As a social game, MMORPGs create virtual economy into virtual life (Castronova, 
2002). The virtual economy in the MMORPGs often mirrors the real-world economies (Smith, 
2017). The dominant feature of the economy is shown by demand and supply. MMORPGs also 
incorporate microtransactions that allow players to spend real-world money for in-game 
advantages (Metasurya & Berlianto, 2022; Rahiem & Fitrananda, 2021). The decision to make 
these microtransactions reflects financial behavior, as players weigh the perceived value of 
virtual goods against real-world costs. It gave opportunities to players to trade both in the game 
environment and across the boundary of the real and virtual world.  

Players make choices about resource allocation, risk management, and investment 
strategies to help them reach their goal. The decision has a strong impact on the progression, 
wealth, and overall experience of the game characters. Events within MMORPGs, such as in-
game wars, quests, or changes in game mechanics, can influence players behavior (Worth & 
Book, 2014). Players may adjust their financial strategies in response to these events, 
demonstrating adaptability and decision-making within the virtual economy. Sometimes, the 
financial decision in the game that builds their in-game financial skills is transferable to real-
world scenarios (Baker et al., 2009a; Vaegs et al., 2010). 

This research articles aims to explore the intricate relationship between gamers, their 
perspectives on money, and their financial decision-making in the game. This paper attempts 
to answer three main questions. First, this paper attempts to notice what activities in 
MMORPGs are involved in financial decision making. Second, we tried to discover how 
gamers view money in their life. Finally, we try to understand how players view and behave in 
game financial activities. 

 
2. Literature Review  
2.1 Posthumanism 

Posthumanis is a perspective that challenges the previous traditional human centrist 
perspective. This idea comes to facilitate the eagerness of human beings to blend in the 
environment of virtual world. It is a perspective beyond human. In the digital landscape, 
posthumanist ideas come to life as individuals try to escape from the embodiement of a physical 
barrier and immerse themselves in virtual experiences that redefine the boundaries of existence 
(Braidotti, 2019).  

Posthumanism supports the evolving relationship between technology and humanity and 
promotes the emergence of new, digitally mediated forms of consciousness.  

Virtual worlds serve as posthumanis exploration laboratories. It can not be separated 
from the technology.  Virtual world itself is a multiuser virtual environment(Baker et al., 
2009b). There are more than one person accessing a digital platform simultaneously. The users 
are interacting each other and their behavior can affect the environment. 

In the virtual worlds, users can adopt avatars, manipulate reality, and engage in 
unprecedented forms of communication (Castronova, 2003). Avatar act as a digital 
representative of human being in the virtual world. Human being can only interact in the virtual 
world through their avatar.  

Different with real world where people can not control something about themselves such 
as gender, physical traits and familial relations, avatar gives people more control about 
themselves. People can choose freely about their gender, appearance, and relations. Avatar 
facilitates people to explore new world roles and dynamics that are not available for them in 
the real world. It helps people to explore their deep interest and develop new skills.  
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Virtual world gives higher degree of agency(Popan et al., 2023). People do not have to 
act as their given role. Many things can be optional. Avatar give access to the community where 
people feel like they are belonged. This let us to connect with like-minded people who shares 
similar interests. For some people, avatar give more comfort when people can socialize without 
the obligation to make eye contact or verbal speech. It is all based on the choice. Hence it brings 
more comfort and deep joy.  

 
2.2 Virtual Economy 

The interaction of avatars in the virtual worlds sometimes involves trading virtual items. 
Thus, resulting in the emergence of virtual economy. Virtual economy cannot be separated 
from real-world economy, but with unique features (Castronova, 2002).  

In the game environment, virtual economy is posited as a microcosm of economic 
systems. It is mainly built on the principles of demand and supply. Consequently, the virtual 
economy also has currency, markets, and consumer behavior (Drennan & Keeffe, 2007; H. 
Guo et al., 2019; Harris & Novobilski, 2008). The value of virtual assets is related to the 
scarcity, demand, and the impact of player-driven activities on market dynamics (Bayliss, 
2018; Cheng, 2023; Dilla et al., 2013; Montone & Zwinkels, 2021). 

The virtual economy is a complex system in the virtual world. It is also a decentralized 
type of economy, mostly driven by player interaction. It considers the influence of game design, 
game mechanics, and game structure in the way it provides the economic decision-making.  

The growth of virtual economy in the game industry leads to other possibilities. Those 
include virtual real estate, digital art markets, and the growing field of nonfungible tokens 
(NFTs) (Chohan, 2021). In the future, digital space will become inseparable from human daily 
lives, there will be more intersection between virtual transaction and traditional economic 
systems.  

Economic cannot work without trading tools which are currencies. Every virtual worlds 
has its own virtual currency (Castronova, 2020). Virtual currency assists gamers in executing 
their financial activities. Beside in game transactions, virtual currency act as a bridge of the 
game and real world. 
 
2.3 Financial Decision Making 

Financial decision making is a basic skill that every individual must master to ensure 
well-being. Financial decision making is a choice made by an individual about money, such as 
spending, saving, investing, or any other economic activities. Financial decision making is a 
complex process influenced by various factors (de Bruijn & Antonides, 2022). 

Financial decision-making theory examines the concept of limited rationality, 
recognizing that individual processes of information have limitations, and evaluates all options 
available (Frydman & Camerer, 2016). It explores the impact of humanistics, or mental 
shortcuts, that individuals make to simplify complex decisions and sometimes lead to systemic 
bias. 

In the virtual world, the item is virtual. Players cannot take the item outside the virtual 
world. Moreover, the value of the items is mostly related only to the entertainment purpose 
(Prakosa & Sumantika, 2022; Yulius, 2017). The items do not have any influence on the human 
beings’ basic needs. Therefore, the financial decision making is more complex than financial 
decision making in real world scenario (Guo & Barnes, 2009; Stefany, 2014; Wu & Hsu, 2018).  

Fear, greed, excessive confidence, and loss fear are among the emotional factors that 
affect investment strategies, risk tolerance, and financial planning, and affect choices. 
Understanding the interaction between emotions and decision making is essential for a 
comprehensive understanding of the dynamics of financial decision making (Frydman & 
Camerer, 2016; Gärling et al., 2009). 
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Social influences also play an important role in the theory of financial decision-making 
(Zopounidis & Doumpos, 2002). This theory recognizes the influence of social norms, peer 
pressure, and cultural expectations on individual choice. The social context shaped the 
perception of financial success, risk behavior, and the overall approach to money management.  

Framing effects, where the way information is presented, can have a significant impact 
on decision-making results. It examines how individuals react to benefits and losses, the 
influence of reference points, and the tendency to avoid perceived losses. 

 
2.4 Money Belief 

Financial decision making is not only guided by rational considerations, but is influenced 
by beliefs and attitudes about wealth, success, and financial well-being.  

The theory of money belief comes from psychological and sociocultural dimensions that 
underpin human perceptions and attitudes towards money (Furnham & Murphy, 2019; B. T. 
Klontz et al., 2015). It is deeply intertwined with individual beliefs, culture, value, and 
experiences. Cultural influences, family values, and social expectations contribute to the 
formation of people’s mindset. Consequently, those will have an impact on decisions about 
spending, saving and saving.  

Money is not just a medium of exchange, but also a symbol of status, success, and 
security. The symbolic value of money sometimes exceeds the intrinsic value of money and is 
related to a person’s self-worth and perceptions of others. Understanding the psychological 
foundations of money beliefs can empower people not only to consider economic factors, but 
also to make informed and mindful financial decisions, taking into account deep-rooted beliefs 
that form their financial behavior. 

In the virtual world where people have higher degree of freedom to choose on their 
identity and behavior, there are also a threat of losing control especially on money. Some 
research explores the gaming addiction that involving the financial decision making either in 
the game or in the real world (Drummond et al., 2020; Garea et al., 2021; Haagsma et al., 2013). 
The situation that gaming world lead to the gambling of loot boxes is closely related with 
money disorder (Klontz et al., 2011). Players’ view and attitude towards money have important 
role in protecting themselves from overspending (Sleczka et al., 2020). 
 
3. Research Methods 

The research uses a qualitative descriptive research design combined with a virtual 
ethnographic approach and interviews to explore the complexity of participants' experiences in 
the virtual environment. Qualitative descriptive research focuses on a direct and detailed 
description of events or phenomena and aims at providing an in-depth understanding of 
subjective realities in selected virtual spaces. At the same time, virtual ethnography integrates 
the social interaction, cultural dynamics, and behavior of participants in digital landscapes and 
captures the subtlety of virtual communities in a context-sensitive manner. 

The virtual ethnography was conducted in South East Asian server of Ragnarok X; Next 
Generation. The chosen suberver was Bifrost which then merge with Crystals Waterfalls. All 
of the participants were from the Bifrost subserver. 

The study participants consist of several players who agree to participate in the research. 
Those players fulfill several criteria; they have played the game more than a year; therefore, 
they have experienced most of the features of the game. All participants are adult players over 
17 years of age who have their own job and fixed income. They log in daily into the game, and 
have joined any of the top 5 guilds in the subserver. All of the players communicate in the 
game mainly in English. The data was analyzed by identifying financial activities in the game, 
identifying the player's view of money, and identifying the financial decision making of the 
players in the game. 
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4. Research Findings and Discussion 
4.1 Virtual World of MMORPGs 

In this research, Ragnarok X: Next Generation (ROX) application supports the virtual 
world of Rune Midgard. It is a continent that consists of several major areas which represent 
every stage of the games in correspondence with the instance dungeon. The cities are Prontera, 
Izlude Island, Moroc, Alberta, Payon, Geffen, Glast Heim,  Al De Baran, Comodo, Umbala, 
and Juno. 

There are three types of major currency in this game, which are zeny, crystals, and 
diamonds. Virtual economy in this virtual world of ROX is built by interaction between players 
and non-playable character (NPC). The trading activities are conducted in the exchange center, 
the merchant NPCs and the merchant players’ stalls. In this game, only the merchants job class 
can make direct transactions between players.  

 

 
 

Figure 1. Map of Rune Midgard 
 

4.2 Players Description 
The players in ROX – Bifrost subserver were from five different South East Asian 

countries, mainly Thailand and Philipine. Participants in this research were nine players from 
five different countries. Those participants were Valeya from Indonesia, Timy from Singapore, 
Clea from Thailand, Bourne and Abandon from Malaysia, as well as Sheepy, Maevis, 
Zenchaos, and Sourtooth from Philipine. Among those nine players, only one participant from 
Thailand was female gamers.  

There were two playing styles for the players who play on this server which were casual 
players and hardcore gamers. Casual or chill gamers play mainly for relaxation purposes. On 
the other hand, hard-core gamers play more passionately and give more commitment to the 
game. They are also very knowledgeable about the game and the updates. Hard-core gamers 
are also more competitive. In this research, most of the participants can be categorized as hard-
core gamers. They commit to the game by doing all of the daily quests and side quest. They 
also make regular progress and grind 24 hours a day through special devices or cloud services.  

Based on spending behavior, there are two types of players, which are Free to Play (F2P) 
and Pay to Win (P2W). F2P gamers do not spend money on the game and simply make do with 
any free features of the game. However, some players who make small spending for the purpose 
of convenience can be regarded as F2P. P2W gamers spend a significant amount of money to 
obtain weapons, supporting items, and features to give advantage over F2P. Sometimes P2W 
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gamers are also called whales. A whale are the biggest spenders in games that try to buy the 
best item in the games. Most of the participants in this research regard themselves as F2P. Only 
two participants acknowledge themselves as P2W gamers.  
 
4.3 In-game Financial Activities 

There are three activities in ROX that involve financial decision making. These activities 
are income generation, financial spending, and activities that intersect between the real and 
virtual world.  

There are several ways to collect currency in the game in ROX. Some activities directly 
give currency to the players and some other activities need trading to convert the loots into 
currencies. Universal basic income in this game is the Daily Mission. Players come to the 
Mission Boards to get ten quests per day. The rewards for doing the quest. Every player also 
gets quota for daily and weekly dungeon raids. Players can go hunting the boss monster to get 
loots which can be sold as premium items. There are also life skill features to collect sellable 
materials such as mining, fishing, gardening, smelting, and cooking. A special class such as 
the merchant branch can do crafting, while the knight branch can craft a rune. Players can also 
collect zeny and materials through mob grinding. This is when players continuously kill 
specific regular monsters. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Mission Board for Daily Quest 
 
The financial spending in this game is related to avatar customization, character growth, 

pet, and social activity. Avatar customization consist of equipment, costume, and appearance. 
Equipment consists of weapons, armor, and accessories. There are three types of basic 
equipment related to basic stats. From the lowest stats to the highest stats, white equipment, 
blue equipment, and gold equipment. There are also special types of armor equipment such as 
Valkyrie, Murphy, Odin, and Thanatos. To increase the effect of equipment, players need to 
upgrade, enchant, and refine. They also need to awaken the shadow equipment to increase the 
stats of certain skills.  

The social activity in this game is related to the interaction between players. Players 
joining guild should contribute to the guild orders for the purpose of guild daily maintenance. 
Other activities related to the interaction of multiplayers is the wedding ceremony. Two players 
can get married for the purpose of costume and couple skills. They can also hold wedding 
celebrations and invite friends.  
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There was an intersection between virtual and real world. Players who want to get more 
currency faster can do so by buying the virtual currency diamond. Players can also get a 
premium subscription to get more privileges in the game such as additional quotas for quests 
or other activities.  
 
4.4. Players View of Money 

Participants in this study regard money as something important and something good to 
have. 
 
“I Love Money” (Valeya) 
 
Money is important, but it is not the most important. Life is more important than money.  
 
“Money is important but definitely not greater than life” (Timy) 
 
People cannot do anything without money. Money gives freedom to do anything and go 
anywhere.  
 
“I see people as cars, and money as gas. We can't go anywhere or do anything we like without 
money.” (Sheepy) 

 
Money can give people security, and money is a tool to solve problems.  
 
“Money can solve 99% problems” (Abandon) 
 
Not all problems can be solved with money and money is not everything. However, everything 
in the world costs money. People should treat money wisely to get stability. 
 
“Money is the source of one's stability. I treat money wisely” (Maevis) 
 
To ensure the stability of money, people need to invest their money.  
 
“I think money is very important, even people say it is not everything, but I still think it is very 
important. I heard someone say that money cannot buy happiness, but somehow it's more 
comfortable to cry in a Mercedes Benz than in a bus. I do a lot with my money, not only saving, 
but also trading, buying government bonds and buying gold bars. Sometime I also buy some 
rare toys or luxury bags and sell them out later when the price rises.” (Clea) 
 
Money management, such as budgeting, is also needed to avoid bankruptcy.  
 
“Spending on games is luxury and a choice, if i have the money or buying power, i have to 
consider many things. budget for the necessity, budget for the luxury. will it make a dent, will 
i have trouble paying for it now than paying for it later?” Sourtooth  
 
However, people do not have to be too tied up with money. People need to spend enough money 
to get the happiness they deserve. 
 
“Money runs the world, save it for it will save you in the future, but never cherish it, always 
remember to live a little. Spend it on stupid stuff that gives you happiness, but don’t over do it 
or you will go broke. Hahaha”(Zenchaos) 
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In addition to self-happiness, money can be a means to share with others by doing charity. 
 
“Money is just currency, however, everything in this world costs money. Very hard to get, thus 
i am very cautious in spending my money except charity.” (Bourne) 
 
4.5 Degree of Agency 

In this game, the players have a high degree of agency. They can choose how they want 
to play. They can choose whether to play casually or competitively.  

The player can also choose among the activities to do. They can skip doing daily or even 
if they just want to play solo and do not join any guild.  

Players also have full freedom to interact with who they want to interact with. They can 
apply to join any guild they want as long as they pass the guild requirements. Each player can 
also create their own economic opportunities by strategizing on the stamina allocation to gather 
the sellable materials. 

Bourne’s character was a strong tanker Rune Knight (RK). At the beginning stage of the 
game, he had many opportunities to join the top guild. However, he remained to stay as a guild 
leader of a small and casual guild. Until the later stage when the guild was declined due to a 
high number of retired players, he moved to the top guild and played more competitively.  

Timy was Bourne’s guildmate before. However, different from Bourne, he moved to 
semi competitive guild. Later he joined one of the top guilds but did not go competitive.  

This degree of agency offer the freedom for the players to make financial decision 
making. They can manage their virtual income wisely and allocate it according to their own 
playing style.  

 
4.6 Spending for In-Game Identity 

The interesting part of MMORPG is avatar. It is a representation that marks the digital 
self-representation of a user in the virtual world. (Jenson et al., 2015). MMORPGs gives 
freedom for the players to choose their identity. Players can choose their appearance, costume, 
and even gender. ROX offers the ability to change gender, therefore players can alternate 
between male and female characters.  

Clea is the only woman to participate in this research. She loves the costume very much. 
She does not play competitively, and her biggest enjoyment of playing is the avatar. She loves 
to take pictures of her characters.  
 
“I play for costume.... we are happy to play with people, participate with them, enjoy the 
costume or even a small thing.... For me, costume is the power that drives me to play” (Clea) 
 
She prioritize spending her virtual money on the costume than on the character growth. 
Sometimes she spends some real money to get the costume she wants.  
 
“if not on my budget, which is around 2K-3K (THB) i do not hesitate to top up and buy BUT it 
is not for every costume because not every costume is nice in my opinion. ' (Clea) 
 
Besides Clea, Maevis and Sourtooth were the other participants who pay more attention to 
costume. Although Maevis and Sourtooth are male players, they have female game characters 
for the sake of cuter costume. Zenchaos and Sheepy also spent to get some interesting event 
costume.  
 
“i spent a few on events to get some costumes” (Maevis) 
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“....topup events if i like the costume... 500 php highest.” (Sheepy) 
 
“if the costume is worth it, I’ll spend a necessary amount, especially limited ones, but if not so 
rare i just play the game and complete quest that is needed to obtain the costume.” (Zenchaos) 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Avatar 
 

Bourne and Abandon have different approach on the customization of avatar. They will 
prioritize character’s growth over costume. They will choose costume that has additional stats. 
Whenever there is event that give costume as rewards, they prioritize selling the events 
materials for crystals. The crystals can help them speed up their character’s growth. They will 
redeem costume, only when they don’t need anymore crystals for characters’ progression.  

Players can also spend some crystals to change their name. Bourne and Maevis are the 
two players that change frequently. Maevis sometimes use his Korean idol to name his 
character such as Jiso, the member of blackpink. While Bourne use some masculine name such 
as Blade and Rogue.  

 
4.7 Spending on Game Performance 

Spending on game performance is the most common behavior among players. In addition 
to Clea, the primary purpose of the other players is to progress the game. They want to get 
stronger. They spent either to buy premium subscription (Kafra VIP) or to upgrade for 
equipment development.  
 
'I dont spend money on this game in costume, as my goal will be more the growth of the 
character.' (Bourne) 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Premium Subscription 
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In related to the character progression, Bourne buy premium subscription in the game. 
On the other hand, Zenchaos spend either virtual or real world currency to speed up his 
progress. Moreover, Zenchaos sometimes take a break from playing. Therefore, whenever he 
returns to play he need to progress faster and keep up with the other players.   
 
“If I am not in a rush, I just play the game and buy the materials needed, if not, I usually spend 
real money to make faster progress.  Usually, I spend 50% of my salary if I want to rush my 
progress. If I am just chilling, I usually don't spend anything.” (Zenchaos) 
 
4.8 Spending for Couple 

In-game marriage tied two players to be husband and wife and activate the couple skills 
feature. This married status also gives some monthly rewards. Marriage in ROX is also give 
costume and mount. The costume is given for the couple from the wedding ceremony or their 
friends from the wedding feast. Some players have commercialized the wedding feast and sold 
the witness suit. Most of the participants do not pay for the marriage because they only get the 
wedding ceremony for the couple. They can collect and save the materials needed for the 
wedding quest. Real money is used in this feature to make the progress of wedding quest and 
wedding feast faster.  
 

 
 

Figure 5. Couple Feature 
 
Timy is the only player in the game who has never been married. The other participants 

have been married in the game. Some of them have even married more than once. The 
motivation to get married is mostly due to the costume. Abandon got married once and divorced 
later. Maevis got married once to get costume and mount. Clea and Sheepy are an in-game 
couple. Their marriage was the second marriage since their previous partner retired.   
 
“I want to get the costume” (Clea) 
 
“I just want the couple costume (Valeya) 
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But Sheepy has different additional motives.  
 
“First marriage was with my friend, for convenience. We quit the game earlier and when we 
came back we needed to catch up with the levels. So we married for the additional experience. 
Second marriage, i married because i like the girl '. (Sheepy) 
 
The motivation of Zen, Sourtooth, and Bourne was for couple skills.  Couple skills gives 
players additional base and job experiences as well as zeny when they are together. This feature 
also give teleport service to the partner and resurrection. This skills good for group activities 
such as Eternal Tower (ET), Player vs Player Battle, Guild War, and Boss Monster Hunt. It is 
also beneficial in dungeon raid.  
 
'Costume and couple teleport and revive for efficient Boss Hunt.' (Zenchaos) 
 
“Sarah and i decided to marry. for event and rox content like. ET (Eternal Tower), KVM 
(Player vs Player) and such. MVP hunt or whatnot” (Sourtooth) 
 
“Marry your circle for you can help with activity. Especially ET.”(Bourne) 
 
Most competitive players marry for the benefit that can help them fight. Therefore, it is 
common for players to divorce and remarry, especially when the partners are not in the same 
guild anymore. 
 
“soo dior jokingly tells me to divorce sarah. because i don’t do boss hunt anymore, and they 
go boss hunt all the time together. soo he divorced me.”(Sourtooth) 
 
This kind of fast divorce and remarry mostly need money to do because they need to build 
favor fast. Therefore, they will spend more virtual money and sometimes top up with real 
money for unilateral divorce or to send premium gift for building favor instantly. 
 

The less competitive players tend to build the couple feature for friendship. Bourne and 
his longterm in-game partner stay together eventhough they are not in the same guild anymore. 
They use the couple skills for other activities that are restricted by guild. 
 
“I am loyal. We can still play together and do couple quest eventhough we are not in the same 
guild anymore.” (Bourne) 
 

Bourne and his partner have alternate characters. They also let their alternate characters 
to marry each other so that they can get additional crystals and witness costume from the 
wedding feast. Wedding feast is a wedding feature that cost a lot of crystals. Both of the 
alternate characters are merchant branch that are created for the convenience purpose of the 
main character. Since they don’t need to achieve character progress, they can collect more 
crystals. Unfortunately, crystals cant be transferred between players. Hence, they use wedding 
feast to get the main characters and some other friends crystals and witness costume.  
 
4.9 Social Influence on Spending 

As social games, the player consequently got influence from their peers. The influence 
can be related to the costume.  
 
“Sometimes. Sometimes im jealous with other player costumes, and i want it” (Valeya) 
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'Yes, it has an effect because when i see other players wearing a nice costume i really want it 
and sometimes it is the way you can get it, only by paying the bill, which uses real money' 
(Clea) 
 
Social influence can also be related to character growth.  
 
'I enjoyed playing with my friend, which is mostly F2P, so if i spend a lot, I will not be in the 
same league as my friend. Will only spend a lot if I have close friends doing the same thing” 
(Bourne). 
 
However, although they got affected by other players' progress, the participant in this research 
will still stick to their plan and budget. 
 
“Yes, im pretty competitive and seeing that whales beat me like nothing makes me want to 
wiggle. Good thing i cannot afford or I have no budget for it.” (Sheepy) 
 
5. Conclusion 

In conclusion, there were three categories of financial activities in the game. Those 
financial activities were income generation, spending, and conversion of real to virtual money.  
All of the participants in this research have a view on how important money is to them, 
therefore they need to have good money management. Players can have great freedom to 
choose their playing style and the interaction they want. Social influence has little effect on 
financial decision making. They utilized strategies to optimize their in-game income. Their 
spending patterns were dominated by avatar customization and character progression. These 
findings contribute to understanding the intersection between the virtual world of gaming, 
financial decision-making, and the broader perspectives of individuals on money.   
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